Ergo-Express® Power Drive
Solutions
Innovation Designed Around You

“Our material handling solutions provide a compact
solution for moving materials and supplies. Just one
person can safely perform the same tasks that previously
took multiple people.”
-Nate Hendrickson, Sales and Design Consultant

Safe, Efficient Material Handling
Do you have something heavy that needs to be pushed, pulled, lifted,
or lowered? Our modular power drive systems can be tailored to meet
your exact logistical and ergonomic needs.

Ergo-Express® Motorized Carts

CALL TODAY
for a FREE
demonstration
1-888-639-5438

The array of Ergo-Express® Motorized Carts offer a safe and efficient
way to move heavy equipment and supplies. Our ergonomic power
drive solution for the transport of materials allows staff the ability to
transport larger loads in fewer trips and reduces potential staff injury.

Ergo-Express® Motorized Tugs
Ergo-Express® Motorized Tugs are a safe and compact solution for
moving any heavy, awkward equipment, materials, or supplies
when a “hitch, tug and drop” process works best for your logistical
flow. With a motorized tugger, one staff member is able to safely
perform the same task that previously took multiple staff members
or multiple trips.

PHS West, Inc. Heavy Duty Lifters
The PHS West, Inc. Heavy Duty Lifter is an enhanced lifter for increased capacity. The PHS
West, Inc. Heavy Duty Lifter continues the tradition of providing for increased economical,
safe, efficient, and ergonomic material handling solutions to assist you with your
production needs.
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PHS West, Inc. Power Drive Solutions
Going Motorized

Our power drive systems are built with a level of modularity, customization, and durability that is unsurpassed by competitors.
• Carts: The multiple models of electric carts will allow you to fit the best to your specific application.
• Tugs: Our tugs have the smallest footprint of any comparable tugger on the market with a towing capacity of up to 5,000 pounds.
• Lifters: The PHS West, Inc. Lifters are completely modular in design; no longer will you need to make a cookie cutter product work
for your application. Lift and position any components up to 600 pounds with total accuracy.

Material Handling
Ergonomic Benefits
Do your job requirements demand the need to move anything on a horizontal or vertical plane where
a motorized pallet jack or forklift simply cannot complete the job? Manual transport requires too many
employees and too much time to finish the task at hand. It also presents a safety risk as far as push or pull
force injuries. The desire to increase efficiency and safety drives PHS West, Inc. to provide the safe and
compact solutions for moving heavy equipment and supplies with a power drive system.

PHS West, Inc. Ergo-Express®
Motorized Applications
•

Motorized Tugs
-- Moving wheeled loads in a train
-- Transport wheeled loads or heavy 			
equipment where dedicated power drive is
not possible
-- Any large, heavy items when a forklift or 		
motorized pallet jack cannot do the job

•

•

Motorized Lifters
-- Roll Handling
-- Box Handling
-- Tote Handling
-- Custom Applications
Motorized Carts
-- Receiving Dock Distribution
-- Material Transport
-- Restocking
-- Order Picking
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